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Abstract: This article delves into the acceptance of autonomous driving within society and its
implications for the automotive insurance sector. The research encompasses two different studies
conducted with meticulous analysis. The first study involves over 600 participants involved with
the automotive industry who have not yet had the opportunity to experience autonomous driving
technology. It primarily centers on the adaptation of insurance products to align with the imminent
implementation of this technology. The second study is directed at individuals who have had
the opportunity to test an autonomous driving platform first-hand. Specifically, it examines users’
experiences after conducting test drives on public roads using an autonomous research platform
jointly developed by MAPFRE, Universidad Carlos III de Madrid, and Universidad Politécnica
de Madrid. The study conducted demonstrates that the user acceptance of autonomous driving
technology significantly increases after firsthand experience with a real autonomous car. This finding
underscores the importance of bringing autonomous driving technology closer to end-users in order
to improve societal perception. Furthermore, the results provide valuable insights for industry
stakeholders seeking to navigate the market as autonomous driving technology slowly becomes
an integral part of commercial vehicles. The findings reveal that a substantial majority (96% of the
surveyed individuals) believe that autonomous vehicles will still require insurance. Additionally,
90% of respondents express the opinion that policies for autonomous vehicles should be as affordable
or even cheaper than those for traditional vehicles. This suggests that people may not be fully aware
of the significant costs associated with the systems enabling autonomous driving when considering
their insurance needs, which puts the spotlight back on the importance of bringing this technology
closer to the general public.

Keywords: autonomous driving; self driving; automotive insurance; user acceptance; real-world
applications

1. Introduction

The emergence of commercial vehicles equipped with autonomous driving systems
will be directly linked to a reduction in human intervention in this task. This evolution is
expected to ultimately lead to complete human non-involvement in vehicles that achieve
level 5 automation according to the SAE levels established by the automotive industry [1].
The reduction in driver involvement and responsibility is poised to reshape the driving
landscape. Altering a task as ubiquitous and routine as driving may elicit resistance from
individuals comfortable with traditional manual control. Hence, it is imperative, firstly,
to allow individuals the opportunity to test these emerging technologies using prototypes
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and research platforms. This aims to ensure both the safety and user comfort of such
systems. Secondly, it is crucial to investigate firsthand how the testing of this technology
impacts its acceptance within the general population. This involves contrasting the per-
spectives of those who have experienced autonomous vehicles with those individuals in
the automotive sector who, despite their expertise, may not have firsthand experience with
autonomous driving.

In addition, the diminishing role of drivers will undoubtedly lead to a shift in respon-
sibilities in the event of an accident, which will cause significant disruption in the insurance
industry as these developments will lead to changes in ownership patterns, vehicle usage,
and associated risks [2].

In Spain, this reassignment of responsibilities will be accompanied by revisions of
the existing legislation regulating the use of motor vehicles. These modifications will
impact the Law on Civil Liability and Insurance in Motor Vehicle Traffic, which currently
establishes the driver’s liability in the event of an accident based on the risks associated with
their vehicle’s operation. Furthermore, the law attributes to the driver the responsibility
for any material and/or personal damages caused by their actions [3]. Until now, not
only have lower levels of automation required significant driver involvement, but data
compiled by the European Commission credits human error to be a contributing factor in
approximately 90% of all accidents [4,5]. This reality has led both the automotive industry
and government institutions to perceive autonomous driving as a paradigm shift in mobility
and human–vehicle interactions [6]. As a result, not only is research in this field progressing
rapidly but European legislation is also actively working in this direction. Since July 2022,
several Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) have become mandatory for new
vehicle homologations [7]. Moreover, as of July 2024, systems such as ISA (Intelligent Speed
Adaptation), LKS (the Lane-Keeping System), and AEB (Autonomous Emergency Braking)
will become mandatory for all newly registered vehicles [8,9]. These systems involve the
vehicle’s electronics assuming control to modify its trajectory or speed. Consequently, all
vehicles sold from 2024 onward will be elevated to level 2 automation on the SAE scale.

The introduction of these systems as a preliminary step towards autonomous driving
already represents a leap forward in the realm of mobility. Their complete integration
is anticipated to lead to a reduction in accidents, the alleviation of traffic congestion,
and optimized fuel consumption through more efficient operations, as highlighted in
studies like [10,11].

While the growing integration of ADAS in commercial vehicles suggests a positive
societal response, it is essential to acknowledge potential challenges. The transition to
driverless systems may be perceived as a threat by specific segments of the population
linked to driving professions, including cab drivers, truck drivers, and bus service operators.
Thus, a comprehensive analysis of the societal impact of these technologies is imperative,
aiming to address concerns and dispel negative perceptions. This effort is crucial for
fostering understanding that these advancements are tools to enhance road safety, reduce
accidents, and mitigate the environmental consequences of terrestrial mobility.

The advancement of ADAS will usher in an era in which highly automated vehicles
(SAE levels 4 and 5) coexist on the roads with vehicles driven entirely by humans, featuring
minimal automation levels (SAE level 2 or lower). This coexistence will be a reality until
autonomous or highly automated vehicles dominate the societal automotive fleet.

This coexistence poses several challenges that require attention and analysis from
the scientific community. In this regard, research such as [12] focuses on these aspects,
examining the need for the coordination and optimization of road resources, particularly at
intersections, aiming to provide solutions for this emerging era. The study concludes that
current coordination policies considering the limitations of human drivers are essential.
It proposes auction mechanisms to regulate mobility, ensure equity in resource access,
and facilitate the effective coexistence of both vehicle types.

Aligned with this coexistence analysis is [13], where the authors explore how the
presence of highly automated vehicles alongside human-driven vehicles on roads may
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impact traffic performance, travel demand, and transportation decisions. This study
offers relevant insights for transportation planning and decision-making. The research
concludes that the coexistence’s impact on traffic and societal mobility will be significant.
The introduction of highly automated vehicles may increase public attraction to this sector,
reducing barriers for people to drive, leading to a shift toward increased private vehicle
usage, thereby raising travel distance and time. This could result in a general increase in
traffic and a deterioration of the transportation system. Despite these challenges, the study
suggests a thorough analysis of the coexistence of both vehicle types is imperative, and the
advent of these technologies will enhance society’s daily life. It emphasizes the need
to disseminate knowledge among the public to enable informed positions in favor of or
against this technology.

Therefore, efforts should be directed towards demonstrating the technology to the
public, emphasizing its potential to improve daily life without endangering employment.
Despite significant reductions in human intervention, the role of the driver remains in-
dispensable, akin to other modes of transportation like high-speed trains or airplanes.
To achieve this, it becomes paramount to identify, address, and resolve challenges involving
stakeholders and users in this evolving landscape.

Given the legislative challenges in performing real autonomous driving demonstra-
tions on the road, it is crucial for society to also have access to other types of autonomous
mobile systems that, while not navigating on roads, can interact with the population and
bring this technology closer to users. Therefore, the introduction of autonomous vehicles
responsible for last-mile deliveries also contributes to the overarching goal of familiarizing
users with this technology [14,15]. This not only aids in positively influencing the accep-
tance of these systems but also ensures that a larger number of individuals can experience
the workings of this technology.

In light of this, CESVIMAP, the R&D center of the Spanish insurance company
MAPFRE, in collaboration with the Polytechnic University of Madrid and the Carlos
III University of Madrid, has developed a level 4 test vehicle named Autonomous Testing
pLAtform for insurance reSearch (ATLAS, Figure 1). This platform facilitates the testing
of sensors, methods, and algorithms associated with autonomous driving. Concurrently,
CESVIMAP conducts social surveys and experiments to understand user acceptance of this
technology. After several years of development, a series of demonstrations were conducted
in urban settings throughout 2022, wherein the ATLAS vehicle autonomously transported
passengers. These demonstrations were complemented by extensive acceptance surveys
among both users who experienced the vehicle, and the general public.

In this paper, a comprehensive analysis of the data collected in these surveys is
presented, with a particular emphasis on the social perspective. This analysis offers
valuable insights into the current knowledge, opinions, and sentiments of individuals
concerning this technology, even among those directly related to the automotive sector.

This study strives to encourage the acceptance of autonomous driving technologies
through hands-on demonstrations, with the premise that drivers will be more inclined
to embrace these technologies once their efficiency and safety have been demonstrated.
By conducting demonstrations in which the target audience experiences rides on public
roads in autonomous vehicles, we draw conclusions on how these events influence the
social perspective on this technology. Furthermore, this paper gathers and analyzes people’s
opinions on whether future cars should be insured and how this insurance should be
configured. The objective of this analysis is to assist insurers in anticipating and adapting
to this new mobility paradigm.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 analyzes the current state of the art,
focusing on the study of autonomous vehicle and last-mile delivery robot acceptance
and on recent works that primarily examine the impact of this technology on legislation
and, consequently, on insurance. Section 3 introduces the autonomous vehicle use case
employed for this study and describes the methodology used to conduct the surveys. Next,
Section 4 presents the results and discussion of the two user acceptance surveys conducted.
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This section explores the differences in opinions and sentiments between the two distinct
user groups while studying how hands-on demonstrations can influence these attitudes
and perspectives. Finally, Section 5 provides the conclusions of the study.

Figure 1. ATLAS Platform.

2. State of the Art

The significant increase in embedded technology in vehicles to achieve higher SAE
levels (Level 3/Level 4) [1] has led to the emergence of research and scientific trends aimed
at analyzing the impact of this technology on society, along with all economic, industrial,
and productive sectors surrounding the automotive industry. For this reason, the state of
the art has been reviewed from three different perspectives: the acceptance of autonomous
vehicles, their use as last-mile transportation, and their influence on insurance.

2.1. Autonomous Driving Acceptance

On one hand, there is the analysis of how humans will interact with autonomous driv-
ing technology and the quest to find ways to design systems that optimize this interaction.
Therefore, in the field of human factors, researchers are focusing on understanding and
enhancing the relationship between humans and autonomous vehicles to improve safety;
efficiency; and, of course, the acceptance of this emerging technology.

There are several works in the literature that analyze the acceptance of autonomous
vehicles as well as the lines of research that need to be promoted for their future imple-
mentation. Such is the case of [16], where the authors discuss the areas where further
research is needed to improve the acceptance of autonomous vehicles. They also emphasize
the need for collaboration between researchers, policymakers, and other stakeholders to
ensure that automated driving technology is safe, effective, and accepted by the public.
On the other hand, in [17] an attempt is made to find the key aspects that will generate
greater confidence in autonomous vehicles regarding users. In [18], the authors review
key studies on Human–Computer Interaction (HCI) to try to establish the cost (safety,
security, and comfort versus dangerous unintended consequences) of autonomous vehicles,
a fundamental aspect in the acceptance of autonomous vehicles.

In the study presented in [19], the research focused on on analyzing studies and sur-
veys related to the public acceptance and perception of autonomous vehicles. Surveys and
studies conducted in different countries conclude that public acceptance of this technology
is influenced by various factors, encompassing safety, responsibility, regulations, and even
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user experience with the technology—so much so that, in the results section, it is noted that
approximately 73% of individuals with prior experience with autonomous systems would
prefer their use in travel, compared to 55% of respondents without any experience with
autonomous vehicles. This suggests that demonstrations with research platforms, such
as the one presented in our work, can be useful for gathering more data and, above all,
enhancing influence on public acceptance.

While several papers such as those mentioned above have studied acceptance from
a theoretical point of view, only a few have conducted actual tests with an autonomous
vehicle platform, and most of them use simulators due to the simplicity of performing a
large number of tests and obtaining a large number of data in contrast to a real platform,
which is much more difficult to set up. However, field and simulated experiments are not
equivalent. There are several differences between the two types of experiments, including
safety critical events, driving style, duration for each drive, and trust rating assessment.
Additionally, field experiments usually involve driving in real traffic, while the simulator
experiment creates controlled experimental conditions [20].

Among the works with real experiments is [21], whose research aimed to investi-
gate the influences of direct experience with autonomous vehicles on acceptance and its
psychological determinants. A field experiment was conducted with some participants
who directly experienced riding in a Level 5 AV. The study found that direct experience
increased trust, perceived usefulness, and perceived ease of use but did not significantly
affect behavioral intention to use autonomous vehicles. The study also highlighted the
importance of increasing technical reliability, addressing safety concerns, and enhancing
public trust in promoting AV acceptance. However, the study is limited to acceptance
and does not consider underlying aspects such as the insurance of this type of vehicle or its
use as last-mile transport.

2.2. Last-Mile Delivery Robots Acceptance

The study on the acceptance of autonomous vehicles has laid the groundwork for
understanding public attitudes and preferences towards autonomous driving. In this
context, there is a growing interest in exploring the acceptance of autonomous robots for
last-mile deliveries. Previous work has addressed in detail the public’s disposition towards
autonomy in mobility contexts, and now this focus is expanding to the sphere of logistics
and distribution. By examining the acceptance of autonomous robots for last-mile deliveries,
we seek to discern how familiarity with autonomy, trust in the technology, and prior
experiences influence users’ willingness to adopt and use these systems. This extension of
the research provides a more holistic understanding of autonomy acceptance, establishing
connections between predisposition toward autonomous vehicles and willingness to accept
similar innovations in the delivery domain, thus contributing to a more comprehensive
approach to the development and adoption of autonomous mobility technologies such as
autonomous vehicles.

Therefore, studies such as the one reported in [14] conclude, thanks to a survey of
approximately 501 participants, that aspects such as the expectation of performance, price,
or ease of use of these systems are factors that influence people’s sensitivity to using these
products. Along with this, and in view of the work we present in this document, the study
collected by [14] establishes that the interaction with these devices and the ability to acquire
skills in the use of autonomous systems are also determining factors in the acceptance of
this technology. Facilitating iteration and raising awareness of these systems are therefore
part of the aspects that autonomous last-mile delivery systems seek to address in order to
improve the acceptance of autonomous vehicles in general.

In line with this work, the authors of [22] emphasize the importance of analyzing user
behaviors and preferences in interacting with and testing autonomous delivery system
technology. The goal is to assess the degree of acceptance of the technology and, through
these interactions, to identify more concisely the factors influencing the acceptance of
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both autonomous and environmentally neutral vehicles. The ultimate aim is to develop
strategies to enhance their adoption by society.

2.3. Auto Insurance and Regulation

So far, this section has explored the human side of autonomous vehicle acceptance and
has examined papers analyzing how the implementation of this technology in last-mile
delivery tasks can enhance user interaction and familiarity with these systems. However,
as we move towards widespread adoption, it is crucial to consider the role of regulation and
the auto insurance industry in this evolving landscape. The implementation of autonomous
vehicles in the delivery sector poses regulatory challenges ranging from safety issues to
traffic regulations. Likewise, the insurance industry faces the need to adapt its models
to address new liabilities and risks associated with autonomous commercial vehicles.
Addressing these issues in a comprehensive and collaborative manner will be essential
to establishing a robust regulatory framework and insurance system that supports the
successful transition to an environment where autonomous vehicles play a central role in
society’s mobility.

The irruption of autonomous vehicles poses regulatory and insurance challenges that
must be addressed with care and that are already being studied by the scientific community.
Thus, in [23], the importance of establishing clear rules is highlighted, proposing approaches
such as mandatory insurance under strict liability. This work underlines the need for
collaboration between legislators and technicians. Meanwhile, ref. [24] focuses on the
specific situation in California, analyzing the potential impact on the insurance industry
and the associated regulatory challenges.

Exploring solutions, “Splitting the Bill” [25] proposes the creation of a national insur-
ance fund for accidents involving autonomous vehicles, addressing legal and insurance
challenges. In turn, ref. [26] highlights the necessary adaptation of existing insurance
models and the importance of consistent federal regulation to address evolving liability.

In a market context, ref. [27] projects significant changes in the UK motor insurance
industry due to the advent of autonomous vehicles. It highlights the need to transform
the insurance value chain and the continued importance of studying the impact of this
technology on the market.

Simultaneously, user acceptance is critical. Ref. [28] explores Chinese users’ concerns
and expectations regarding insurance for autonomous vehicles, emphasizing the impor-
tance of understanding user opinions to ensure overall approval. Complementing this
aspect, ref. [29] points out the need to consider user perception when analyzing obstacles
to the acceptance of autonomous vehicles in the insurance sector.

Furthermore, in consonance with the dichotomy of driving, it is crucial to recognize
that transportation, including driving, is evolving towards a novel paradigm: mobility.
This notion of mobility encompasses a wide range of possibilities and poses challenges
for insurers because the conventional business model of insuring individual vehicles is
transitioning towards fleet insurance. This transition is driven by the proliferation of
vehicle rental; ride-sharing; and, notably, autonomous mobility, which introduces an
additional layer of complexity. Given the multitude of sensors required, the substantial
cost of these vehicles, and operational optimization, the ownership of autonomous vehicles
will predominantly remain out of reach for individual users.

Therefore, after conducting this in-depth analysis, it is evident that autonomous
vehicle technology presents significant challenges that must be addressed to ensure a safe
and effective transition towards a future of autonomous and intelligent mobility. These
challenges include the need to adapt traditional insurance models, determine liability in
the event of an accident, and establish appropriate coverage thresholds.

Furthermore, it has been underlined that the impact of these technologies and their
introduction into society must be further studied. This is crucial as it requires a transition
and adaptation period in which a wide range of vehicles equipped with different technolo-
gies, with varying levels of SAE automation, coexist. Additionally, the pressing need for
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autonomous driving to have a positive impact on people cannot be overlooked, for which
generating a high acceptance level towards this technology is a top priority.

Consequently, it is imperative to persist in the collection and analysis of data regarding
individuals’ perspectives on this new mobility paradigm. By leveraging these insights, we
can obtain meaningful conclusions that will guide the roadmap for the safe, progressive,
and positive integration of autonomous driving into our society.

3. Methodology

The conclusions obtained from the review of the state of the art in Section 2 endorse
the need to further study the degree of acceptance of autonomous vehicles by end users.
Additionally, during the review of relevant studies and bibliography, a research gap was
identified. As mentioned in the previous section, most autonomous vehicle acceptance
studies approach acceptance from a theoretical standpoint or utilizes simulators to study
the evolution of opinions among testers and survey respondents. Consequently, the in-
corporation of real autonomous driving hands-on demonstrations in acceptance surveys
is very rare. Therefore, the study of how road tests with a real vehicle influence the ac-
ceptance of autonomous vehicles remains a relatively understudied field but a highly
interesting one, as it can be used to design different strategies to accelerate the acceptance
of autonomous vehicles.

Consequently, CESVIMAP has embarked on the participation in several projects,
from the ATLAS research platform for the evaluation of autonomous vehicles’ sensors and
software [30], to its participation in the development of autonomous bus-type vehicles for
tourist routes in cities [31], or the pilot testing of a food delivery company that uses small
autonomous robots.

Hence, leveraging these projects and in order to research the relevance of the aforemen-
tioned concerns from the user’s perspective, a set of studies was designed to understand
how acceptance evolves from future users (inexperienced users) to current users (users
who have recently interacted with an autonomous vehicle). To this end, as collected in
Sections 3.1 and 3.2, two different surveys were designed and conducted, on people who
have never experienced riding in an autonomous vehicle and on people who have tested
ATLAS on public roads. This was accomplished by taking advantage of the fact that this is
the first time in Spain that an event is being held where it is possible to test an autonomous
vehicle on the streets in a real manner. This marks a significant advance and has enabled
the execution of this study with real users of autonomous driving, making it the first of its
kind in Spain.

Section 3.1 details the methodology used to perform the studies and analysis related
to future users, i.e., people who at the time of the survey have not had the opportunity
to interact with the ATLAS platform nor with autonomous driving systems but who are
knowledgeable on the subject because they are professionally related to the automotive
world. Likewise, in Section 3.2 the methodology followed to carry out the study among
those users who have interacted with the vehicle is described. For this reason, this section
of the article provides details on the scenario where the vehicle demonstrations in which
the respondents participated were held.

3.1. Study on Future Users

The first segment of the presented work focuses on the study of the degree of ac-
ceptance of autonomous vehicle technology among future users, i.e., people who have
not yet been able to experience autonomous driving but who have some expertise in the
automotive field. This part of the research involved conducting a survey titled “How much
do you know about the autonomous car?” and the subsequent analysis of the data (the
structure of which is shown in Table A1). The question set was designed based on the
in-depth analysis of the state of the art under the guidance of in-house psychology experts
in user acceptance, based on the research premises introduced in this paper.
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This study focused on the social perspective of autonomous mobility to assess its
acceptance in society. In order to obtain a large number of data, MAPFRE launched the
survey on its intranet and also published it through the ASEPA (Spanish Association of
Automotive Professionals) newsletter in 2022. In this way, the survey was directed to a
common target audience of more than 10,000 users with knowledge in the sector. The idea
was that, by analyzing all the gathered data, it would be possible to further understand
people’s fears and risks regarding this technology, as well as to define lines of action in the
automotive insurance sector.

With the intention of having a detailed and widely scalable study of autonomous
mobility technologies, the survey also includes a section dedicated to the use of autonomous
mobile systems for last-mile package and product delivery. These systems are already
a reality, and an increasing number of researchers and companies are dedicating part of
their efforts towards introducing autonomous systems into society, mainly ground-based
ones, which are responsible for delivering packages to users directly to their homes [32–34].
This technological breakthrough is closely related to autonomous vehicles and the human
interaction with these systems, so this section has been included to assess the level of
acceptance of this particular application of autonomous and intelligent mobility systems.

Table A1 gathers the set of questions included in the survey conducted to assess the
level of acceptance of these technologies among people who have never interacted with
an autonomous vehicle. As can be seen, the survey includes some initial questions that
provide demographic data about respondents and establish filters in terms of driving
experience (questions 1 through 5). This is followed by a second set of questions (6 to 10),
aimed at gathering data on respondents’ interest in and knowledge of the automotive sector.
The next set of questions focuses on people’s knowledge and opinions toward autonomous
driving technology (questions 11 through 19). Finally, a series of questions centered on the
acceptance of autonomous mobile systems for home parcel delivery (questions 20 to 23) are
asked. A large number of questions, almost 70%, are dichotomous (yes or no), while the
rest are divided into numerical questions (for age and gender) and closed questions where
the respondent has to choose a single value among several given options (questions 5, 6, 11,
18, and 23). Following this methodology, the data collection on future users of autonomous
vehicles was carried out for further analysis in Section 4.

3.2. Study on Current Users

This subsection is focused on the methodology used to conduct the acceptance study of
this technology in current users of autonomous vehicles, i.e., it focuses on the data collected
through surveys of people who have had the opportunity of testing and interacting with
an autonomous vehicle. With the intention of conducting these surveys (whose content is
shown in Table A2), two public demonstrations of the ATLAS autonomous vehicle were
held. At these events, attendees were invited to ride in the vehicle and complete a circuit
on public roads while the platform drove autonomously. Once the tour was completed,
users were asked to answer the proposed survey.

At this point, it is important to be familiar with ATLAS. The ATLAS platform is a
SAE Level 4 autonomous vehicle built from a Mitsubishi i-Miev commercial vehicle. This
research platform is currently used to install and test different hardware and software
components that allow the collaborating institutions (CESVIMAP, Universidad Carlos III
de Madrid and Universidad Politécnica de Madrid) to obtain first-hand knowledge about
the on-board technology of autonomous vehicles and what their most common problems,
failures, and drawbacks are.

This collaborative project was born in 2018, and the architecture of the platform has
already been published in a paper in 2020: “A Research Platform for Autonomous Vehicles
Technologies Research in the Insurance Sector” [30]. During these years of research, all
the developments and implementations performed have made it possible to learn a vast
number of lessons that allow the insurer to identify the technological limits of the various
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on-board sensors and components and to determine the margins of liability in the event of
a claim.

As mentioned above, throughout 2022 two different demonstrations were conducted
in urban environments, one in the city of Ávila (Spain) and the other in Leganés (Madrid).
In these demonstrations, the capabilities of this platform were shown, and both events
were attended by numerous media figures, political personalities, and representatives of
Spanish research centers. In both cases, the exhibition itinerary consisted of an avenue
with two roundabouts, see Figure 2, which had been previously mapped using a camera,
a LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging), and a GPS (Global Positioning System) + IMU
(Inertial Measurement Unit).

Figure 2. Ávila demonstration area.

The hardware–software architecture developed and installed in ATLAS allows the
vehicle to complete these routes autonomously. Thus, the vehicle is able, based on a
visual lane-tracking system, to drive autonomously in the avenues. On the other hand,
for the roundabout areas, including their entrance and exit, the vehicle uses a navigation
system based on GPS positioning to drive autonomously. In addition, both routes include
a crosswalk area where the vehicle detects the presence of obstacles and acts accordingly,
and a mandatory stop zone for occupants pick-up.

In the aforementioned demonstrations, volunteer passengers were given the oppor-
tunity to ride in the vehicle while it drove autonomously along the predefined itinerary.
Subsequently, passengers were asked to complete a user acceptance survey that included
a series of questions about the experience of riding in ATLAS and about their opinion on
autonomous vehicles, which are collected in Table A2. Again ,this set of questions was
crafted under the guidance of experts in user acceptance, based on the findings made
during the literature review.

4. Results and Discussion

This section collects and analyzes the data generated from the two survey-based
studies presented in the previous section. Again, as in Section 3, the results are structured
according to the type of study conducted. First, Section 4.1 analyzes the results obtained
from the acceptance surveys conducted with current users of autonomous driving technolo-
gies, i.e., those people who were able to interact with ATLAS during public demonstrations.
Secondly, Section 4.2 studies in detail the results obtained from the surveys conducted
among potential future users, i.e., those people who did not take part in the demonstrations
but whose professional profile is linked to the automotive and insurance sectors. Since
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the survey for future users includes sets of questions with different themes, it has been
decided to split the analysis into different sections accordingly when examining the results.
These themes are: autonomous last-mile delivery systems (Section 4.2.1), autonomous
human–vehicle coexistence (Section 4.2.2) and, finally, vehicle insurance expectations in
relation to autonomous mobility technology (Section 4.2.3).

4.1. Current Users Survey Results

This subsection analyzes the survey results of those passengers who agreed to interact
and complete the pre-established route aboard the ATLAS autonomous vehicle for a
distance ranging from 1 to 3 Kms in an urban environment. As described in Section 3,
the path included roundabouts and crosswalks where different people were waiting to
cross. Passengers were seated in the passenger and rear seats and were accompanied by a
professional driver (in case any intervention was required) and a technician who provided
information on the operation and performance of the vehicle.

During these demonstrations, a total of 27 people participated in the survey. If we
analyze the demographic aspects of the survey, it should be noted that of the total number
of respondents, 14 were men and 12 were women, plus one person who preferred not to
indicate their gender. Furthermore, the age of the respondents was evenly distributed
between 18 and 65 years. Detailed information on this survey can be found in [35].

Among the main findings of this survey is that most participants believed they had
limited knowledge concerning autonomous driving. This was not the case when the
study focused on knowledge about the automotive sector; by observing Figure 3, it can be
concluded that the percentage of people with medium or superior knowledge on the sector
(approximately 82%) is higher than the percentage of those who had medium or superior
knowledge regarding autonomous driving (approximately 63%).

Figure 3. Current users’ knowledge on autonomous driving and automotive sector.

Focusing on the analysis of the results on autonomous vehicles and on the acceptance
of this technology from the point of view of people who have been able to test this type of
vehicle, the most relevant conclusions are centered on two responses, as shown in Figure 4:

• First, as shown in the diagram on the right, regarding the question regarding the
possibility of using the autonomous vehicle daily if they had access to it, 81.48% of
respondents answered that they would use it. This suggests a willingness to adopt
this technology and a high predisposition of people to use these vehicles and to get
involved in their implementation.

• Despite this positive feedback, the study also demonstrates the need to bring this
technology closer to people through demonstrations such as the ones presented in this
work, given that nearly 78% of respondents stated that, although they would use the
vehicle, they would be somewhat concerned about doing so.
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Figure 4. Current users’ feelings towards autonomous driving.

4.2. Future Users Survey Results

In this section, the analysis of results focuses on the 22-question survey conducted
among a total of 629 people considered as potential and future users of autonomous driving
as they are professionally linked to the automotive sector.

Among the survey’s main demographics, 68% of respondents are men, while 32% are
women, all between the ages of 20 and 65 and with an average age of 49 years. In terms of
driving experience, the survey shows that 94.3% of participants have their own vehicle and
at least 34% admit to having had an accident in the last 10 years.

If we focus the analysis on the knowledge regarding the automotive world and the
advancements being made in the sector, we observe aspects such as that 83% of those
surveyed are familiar with ADAS systems, but only 37% are certain that their vehicle is
equipped with ADAS and, of these, up to 14%, of which the majority are men, consider
themselves dissatisfied with the performance of these systems. This last percentage is
noteworthy because it means that there is a certain number of respondents who, having
some experience in the sector, consider that the ADAS technology already installed in
commercial vehicles should be improved. This illustrates the importance of these studies
in identifying these complaints and encouraging the industry to continue research and
development in this field.

Continuing with the analysis of future users’ survey answers, in relation to knowledge
about autonomous driving, the first element to highlight is a striking gender gap between
the number of men and women who claim to know about the technology and the level of
knowledge they have about it. If we look at Figure 5, we can see how in the case of women,
87% recognize that their knowledge about this technology is basic (55%) or null (32%),
which contrasts with the percentage of men, which stands at 54%, composed of those who
state that their level of knowledge is basic (42%) or null (12%). Considering the average age
of the respondents, it can be assumed that this gap appears because in previous generations
the professional profiles were clearly biased, with technical studies being a male-dominated
sector, while business-related studies presented greater gender parity. Hence, women
respondents linked to the automotive sector, due to social and cultural circumstances, may
be in departments further away from technological aspects such as autonomous driving.
Fortunately, nowadays there is increasing parity in all higher education studies, and it is
more than likely that as generations pass these differences will even out.
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Figure 5. Future users’ knowledge on autonomous driving.

This correlation in gender is also noticeable when respondents are asked whether they
would like all vehicles to be driverless in the future, as shown in Figure 6, although in
this case the difference is much smaller (56% vs. 46%). This gender-related difference
is likely correlated with the responses shown in Figure 5, where most women claim to
have limited knowledge in autonomous driving, unlike men; therefore, the fear of an
unknown technology may be what pushes down this acceptance among female respondents.
Furthermore, analyzing Figure 6, it can be seen how, among the respondents, there is not a
high acceptance of the idea that all vehicles should circulate without a driver. Evidently,
this survey was conducted among people who have not been able to interact with a
fully autonomous vehicle, and there is a significant percentage of people who are not
knowledgeable enough about the technology to accept the idea that the driver’s role will
disappear in cars. This fact demonstrates that there is still much work to be done to
popularize this technology among the public in order to achieve a higher percentage of
people who are not afraid or prejudiced about the predominance of this technology in
the future of mobility. All this is a motivation to continue developing technologies on the
ATLAS platform, in order to be able to hold new events and demonstrations that increase
the number of people who have been able to interact with an autonomous vehicle. If this is
achieved, not only will the degree of acceptance of the technology improve but opinions
about it will be more reliable as they will come from people who know autonomous
driving first-hand.

Figure 6. Acceptance of driverless vehicles in the future by future users.
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4.2.1. Last-Mile Delivery Use Case

In this section, the analysis of results focuses on the survey segment dedicated to the
technology of autonomous mobile systems used as a parcel delivery service for what in the
logistics sector is called the “last mile”, i.e., the final part of a product’s supply chain to a
final customer.

As mentioned in Section 3, this technology, directly linked to autonomous driving, will
become a reality in society even before systems such as robotaxis [36]. It has been decided
to include this technology in the study performed because it is part of autonomous mobility,
it is an incipient technology in the market, it is linked to the insurance sector, it interacts
with open traffic on public roads, and because of its social impact. Thus, statistics such as
those shown in Figure 7 allow us to evaluate the degree of acceptance and inclusion of this
technology in society. According to the survey conducted, if we look at the diagram on
the left, the results suggest that this type of services linked to autonomous and intelligent
mobility are highly demanded by society, so much so that 76% of respondents state that
they like the idea of delivery companies using autonomous vehicles to make deliveries.

In contrast, when it comes to robotaxi services, as shown in the diagram on the
right, user confidence drops to 58% when answering whether they would feel comfortable
interacting with or taking a ride in an autonomous vehicle. This difference suggests that
autonomous driving has yet to overcome the barrier of user acceptance when the use of
such technology implies that the user himself is embarked in the vehicle, meaning that in
the event of an incident there is a potential risk to human life and safety.

Figure 7. Future users’ acceptance of autonomous delivery robots vs. autonomous vehicles.

This analysis becomes clearer when looking at the following diagram, Figure 8. As can
be seen in the figure, the fact that companies in the logistics sector implement small
autonomous robots for last-mile delivery does not lead to people rejecting the service, given
that a large majority, 85%, state that they would continue to use home delivery services to
the same extent as if this technology was not introduced.

In this way, it can be concluded that potential users of autonomous transportation
technologies are willing to accept such technologies as they consider them to be beneficial
for the progress of society. However, to achieve widespread acceptance of self-driving
passenger cars and robotaxis, it is necessary to demonstrate to the public that these vehicles
are indeed safer than human drivers.

4.2.2. Human-Autonomous Vehicle Coexistence Acceptance

Furthermore, another of the most interesting sections of the future users’ survey con-
sisted of questions about the users’ acceptance of co-existing with autonomous passenger
vehicles. Respondents’ answers are depicted in Figure 9.

As shown in Figure 7, the confidence percentage in the use of passenger vehicles
decreases significantly (from 76% to 58%) with respect to the use of robots for parcel
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delivery. However, in Figure 9 it can be seen that this confidence increases slightly (up
to 60%) when respondents are asked if they would be comfortable sharing space with
autonomous vehicles.

Figure 8. Future users’ willingness to use autonomous delivery services.

Furthermore, Figure 9 suggests that age is not a determining factor when it comes to
the confidence of users in the hypothetical situation of driving among autonomous vehicles.
While it is true that the acceptance percentage fluctuates between 50% (for the 41–45 age
group) and 70% for people in their early 30s, there does not appear to be a direct correlation
between age and confidence in sharing space with AVs. This is contrary to the popular
belief that younger people are more open-minded about new technologies.

Figure 9. Age vs. confidence of future users driving among autonomous vehicles.

4.2.3. Autonomous Vehicles and Insurance Expectations

Lastly, potential future users were asked about their expectations regarding au-
tonomous vehicles in the insurance sector (Figure 10).

The results reveal the following observations:

• Of all respondents, 96% believe that autonomous vehicles will continue to require
insurance.

• More than 90% of respondents believe that insurance should be equal in price, cheaper
or non-existent.
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Figure 10. Expectations on the insurance premium of autonomous vehicles among future users.

It is interesting to find that 96% of respondents believe that autonomous vehicles will
continue to require insurance. Moreover, most (57%) think that this insurance should be
cheaper. Based on the premise that autonomous vehicles’ accident rate would be lower,
it seems that the higher cost of the technology associated with autonomous driving is
not perceived by the general public; therefore, they expect lower insurance rates. This
demonstrates that users expect the future self-driving car to be more efficient and safer
than current manned vehicles; have fewer accidents; and, hence, have fewer claims and
cheaper insurance.

4.3. Discussion

This section aims to further expand the findings that have been presented in this
document, with the intention of contrasting the results of the different surveys that have
been studied. The first, and most obvious, of all the conclusions that can be inferred,
comparing the results of the survey on first-time users and future users, is that being able
to test an autonomous vehicle first-hand reduces user rejection, which in users who have
not tried an AV is around 50%; conversely, this value rises to values above 80% when we
ask users who have tried these vehicles. This demonstrates the premise that these types of
demonstrations and activities, aimed at attracting users to these technologies, are justified.

This discovery, indicating a 30% increase in acceptance for a technology as complex,
intimidating, and disruptive as autonomous driving after a firsthand experience, highlights
the remarkable effectiveness of bridging the gap between technology and society through
hands-on demonstrations.

We hope that this finding encourages other laboratories and autonomous vehicles’
developers to showcase their work to the general public, beyond conferences and publica-
tions, to demonstrate that this technology is real, is safe, and is not intended to take away
our freedom to drive but to make our lives easier. Because, as evidenced by this study, the
more informed individuals are, and once they can actually test an autonomous car and sit
in it, the less rejection they feel towards it, and the more open they are to integrating it into
their lives. This holds significant importance as even the most groundbreaking technology
is rendered worthless if society is unprepared or unwilling to embrace it. Therefore, this
stands as the most crucial conclusion we wish to convey from the conducted study.
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Furthermore, it has also been found that this technology is better accepted when there
is no risk to human life, as demonstrated in Section 4.3 of the article. This information is
valuable for stakeholders in autonomous vehicles as it suggests that a strategic point of
introduction for autonomous driving into society could involve deploying autonomous
vehicles that do not transport people and pose minimal risk in case of malfunction, such as
small delivery robots.

On the other hand, another discovery made is that it is important to note that these
adaptations towards autonomous driving have to be made with care, with the intention of
avoiding generating further rejection by the users. This is corroborated by the surveyed
users who have had accidents in the last 10 years since many do not seem to be interested in
using these systems (only 34%, despite the fact that they can increase their safety). Similarly,
the percentage of users dissatisfied with ADAS systems remains high at 14% of those
surveyed who had such a system.

Finally, and related to insurance cost projections, there is a general expectation of
a reduction in insurance premiums, despite the extra costs that these advanced systems
entail, which concludes that future insurance policies must anticipate and ensure that these
systems are indeed statistically safer, in order to incorporate them into insurance premiums.
Once again, this underscores the significance of bringing autonomous vehicle technology
closer to end-users. A noteworthy observation is that individuals who have not tested an
autonomous vehicle and are unfamiliar with the concept tend to believe that insurance
policies should be cheaper for AVs. This misconception indicates a lack of awareness
about the substantial costs associated with such vehicles. This reiterates the importance of
educating society about this technology since the lack of knowledge of this technology not
only leads to rejection but also fosters unrealistic expectations.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

This article explores the evolution of autonomous vehicle acceptance by examining
two different user groups. The first group comprises “current users” of the technology,
individuals who have had the opportunity to test the ATLAS autonomous vehicle during
demonstrations conducted by CESVIMAP, UC3M, and UPM. The second group consists of
“potential future users”, a sizable cohort connected to the automotive sector who have not
yet experienced being driven by a vehicle with autonomous capabilities.

The study has been conducted after identifying a weakness in the current state of the
art concerning AV acceptance. Usually, autonomous driving surveys are not incorporated
as part of demonstrations or exhibitions in which people can get into a fully autonomous
vehicle and experience it, in order to have a more realistic image of this type of technology.
Hence, studying how people’s expectations and opinions change after this experience
may shed some light on how to accelerate the acceptance of such a delicate technology as
autonomous vehicles.

The results presented in this study prove that the acceptance of the autonomous
vehicle is in the majority. However, a significant proportion of potential future users
still express discomfort with the idea of traveling in or between autonomous vehicles.
Nevertheless, as it has been observed and presented in this paper, it is anticipated that
these users will gain confidence in autonomous vehicles as the technology becomes more
popular and, consequently, they have the opportunity to test them and become familiar
with them. Furthermore, the results presented in this study suggest that the first step
towards autonomous mobility may come through the introduction of small parcel delivery
robots in our cities.

Regarding auto insurance, the study conducted in this paper suggests that the public
expects autonomous vehicles to still require insurance coverage. Simultaneously, it indicates
that there is an anticipation of a reduction in insurance rates due to the potential decrease
in accidents and insurance claims resulting from the adoption of autonomous vehicles.
Nevertheless, it appears that the general public does not consider (or is not aware of) the
substantial costs associated with the on-board systems of autonomous vehicles.
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The emphasis of the study presented lies on the positive evolution of user accep-
tance following a first-hand encounter with an autonomous vehicle. It highlights the
importance of bridging the gap between this technology and end users through practical
demonstrations to enhance public acceptance.

The implications of this finding suggest that maximizing direct autonomous car–human
interaction reduces peoples’ wariness of this technology and accelerates its introduction
into society. Consequently, the study strives to encourage other autonomous vehicles’
developers to actively engage in dissemination efforts, familiarizing people with the rev-
olution in mobility that is autonomous driving, so that it is embraced as it is, a tool that
makes transportation less burdensome and dangerous.

Nevertheless, this study, although complete and able to extract interesting insights
into user acceptance, has certain limitations that should be acknowledged and addressed
in future iterations of the research. While the survey conducted among automotive experts
with no real experience with AVs managed to reach 629 respondents, the survey with
testers of the autonomous car ATLAS only garnered 27 respondents. This significant
difference in numbers poses challenges for extracting descriptive statistics and makes
comparisons difficult. However, it is crucial to consider that the survey conducted during
real demonstrations requires a much greater deployment of resources than the online
survey for future users. It involves preparing ATLAS, ensuring safety, closing streets
with the assistance of local authorities, and convincing non-experts to test these vehicles,
limiting the number of people who can be interviewed at a demonstration. Nevertheless,
the number and variety of respondents is enough to provide the important conclusions
that this work provides. On the other hand, the survey, although related to the insurance
sector from its conception, has few questions directly related to this field as it was not the
main objective of the study. However, for future demonstrations, it would be beneficial to
focus the study on this field, inquiring into the users’ opinion about the insurance of future
VAs and their pricing, which would allow ne to compare how their views evolve compared
to the survey conducted among future users.

In terms of future lines of research, this study is conceived as a foundational point for
a series of forthcoming studies and investigations. These will utilize platforms like ATLAS
or other autonomous systems to conduct a multitude of experiments and demonstrations
in order to collect extensive data for the purpose of identifying new risks associated with
autonomous vehicles. Such analyses will delve into the advantages and/or disadvantages
of employing different sensing techniques (i.e., radar, LiDAR, or camera), among many
other aspects. Moreover, to further comprehend the evolution of acceptance post hands-
on testing, it is planned to use these future demonstrations and experiments to conduct
surveys among volunteers/current users both before and after testing an autonomous
vehicle. This approach aims to observe and analyze how an individual’s opinion evolves
after direct exposure to autonomous driving. All these experiments and analyses, as well as
future works that encompass acceptance methodologies such as SEM and PLS-SEM, have
the potential to aid insurance companies in formulating policies and strategies that align
with the requirements and expectations of autonomous vehicle users.

The results of the survey conducted among future users can be found at https://docs.g
oogle.com/spreadsheets/d/1scgPaWBPnZ0dlffOqEXKFIdHtcunxp_u/edit?usp=drive_li
nk&ouid=104297437178023010797&rtpof=true&sd=true (accessed on 20 November 2023).
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Appendix A

Table A1. Future users survey question set.

Question Type or Response

1. Age numerical

2. Sex numerical

3. Do you have your own car? Yes/No

4. Do you drive regularly? Yes/No

5. Have you had any accidents—of any
intensity—in the last 10 years? No/Yes, in a city/Yes, on a road

6. Are you interested in the automotive world? 1 to 5

7. Do you know what driving assistance
systems, also known as ADAS, are? Yes/No

8. Can you tell us if your vehicle has any of
these systems? Yes/No

9. Are you happy with the performance of the
ADAS systems currently installed in your car? Yes/No

10. Would you like your car to have ADAS
systems, even if it does not currently

have them?
Yes/No

11. What knowledge do you have about
autonomous driving? 1 to 4

12. Have you tried an autonomous vehicle?
Level 2 or higher Yes/No

13. Do you think the autonomous vehicle
already exists? Yes/No

14. Do you like the idea that one day all
vehicles will circulate without a driver? Yes/No

15. Do you think you would feel confident
onboard an autonomous vehicle? Yes/No

16. Would you feel comfortable driving around
the city among autonomous vehicles? Yes/No

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1scgPaWBPnZ0dlffOqEXKFIdHtcunxp_u/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=104297437178023010797&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1scgPaWBPnZ0dlffOqEXKFIdHtcunxp_u/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=104297437178023010797&rtpof=true&sd=true
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Table A1. Cont.

Question Type or Response

17. In your opinion, will car insurance still be
necessary when vehicles become autonomous? Yes/No

18. And, if car insurance still existed, should
the policy be more expensive or cheaper? Same/Cheaper/More Expensive

19. Would you like to test an
autonomous vehicle? Yes/No

20. Do you like the idea of delivery agencies
using small autonomous vehicles to carry

out deliveries?
Yes/No

21. Do you think you would feel comfortable
driving around the city between autonomous
vehicles for parcel, courier, or food delivery?

Yes/No

22. Would you find it interesting if your home
orders were delivered by these vehicles? Yes/No

23. Would you use this home delivery service
more/less/equally? Same/More/Less

Table A2. Current users survey question set.

Question Type or Response

1. Age Age range

2. Gender Man/Woman/I prefer not to say it

3. Driving Experience None/<1 year/1 to 5 years/5 to
10 years/>10 years

4. Owned Car Yes/No

5. Usual mean of transport (commuting
home—work))

Own Vehicle/Public
Transport/Walking/Bicycle

6. Interest in the automotive world Very High/High/Neutral/Little/Very
Little or None

7. Level of knowledge in the field of
autonomous vehicles

Very High/High/Neutral/Little/Very
Little or None

8. If I use this vehicle, will I arrive at my
destination safe and sound?

Strongly Agree/Agree/Neutral/Disagree/
Strongly disagree

9. I would like to interact with the vehicle Strongly Agree/Agree/Neutral/Disagree/
Strongly disagree

10. I would be proud to show a self-driving car
like this to people who are close to me

Strongly Agree/Agree/Neutral/Disagree/
Strongly disagree

11. I see myself ready to use an
autonomous vehicle

Strongly Agree/Agree/Neutral/Disagree/
Strongly disagree

12. The vehicle scares me Strongly Agree/Agree/Neutral/Disagree/
Strongly disagree

13. I think I could have an accident using
this vehicle

Strongly Agree/Agree/Neutral/Disagree/
Strongly disagree
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Table A2. Cont.

Question Type or Response

14. I am worried to use this vehicle Strongly Agree/Agree/Neutral/Disagree/
Strongly disagree

15. Assuming I had access to this vehicle, I
would use it

Strongly Agree/Agree/Neutral/Disagree/
Strongly disagree

16. I have felt safe while in the vehicle Strongly Agree/Agree/Neutral/Disagree/
Strongly disagree

17. I would encourage people whose opinion is
important to me to use this type of vehicle

Strongly Agree/Agree/Neutral/Disagree/
Strongly disagree

18. My expectations were positive before
getting into the vehicle

Strongly Agree/Agree/ Neutral/Disagree/
Strongly disagree

19. My experience with the vehicle has
been positive

Strongly Agree/Agree/Neutral/Disagree/
Strongly disagree
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